Crossword 15,880 Set by Mudd

ACROSS
1 Capital, dude, a nuisance (8)
2 Plugging sink, secure instrument (6)
5 Several switches on back of dimmer switch (8)
6 You've been caught cold in Batman's home, for the most part (6)
9 Solid piece of furniture no good, one breaking (8)
10 Already in transit, I sail westward (2,2,2)
11 Cheek concealing Republican indiscretion (10)
12 Like to consume French wine for sport (6)
13 Authorise what to do with straight hair for a change? (6)
14 Colleague heading for breakdown in no-win situation? (10)
15 Somewhat clever boxing match (8)
16 Vessel holding – and in – the drink? (8)
17 Stand out, as decay in moralist (8)
18 Canine drinking last of water, one glass for cream (10)
19 Reversible dog collar put away (4,2)
20 refuse all babies (6)
21 Not showing head, badger below street lit at night (6)

DOWN
1 Rogue shackled by queen, perhaps, scold (6)
2 Like to consume French wine for sport (6)
3 You've been caught cold in Batman's home, for the most part (6)
4 Several switches on back of dimmer switch (8)
5 You've been caught cold in Batman's home, for the most part (6)
6 Cheek concealing Republican indiscretion (10)
7 Authorise what to do with straight hair for a change? (6)
8 Colleague heading for breakdown in no-win situation? (10)
9 Solid piece of furniture no good, one breaking (8)
10 Already in transit, I sail westward (2,2,2)
11 Like to consume French wine for sport (6)
12 Vessel holding – and in – the drink? (8)
13 Stand out, as decay in moralist (8)
14 Canine drinking last of water, one glass for cream (10)
15 Refuse all babies (6)
16 Not showing head, badger below street lit at night (6)
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